
 
 

Independent third-party testing 
confirmed that Pyure’s technology 
prevented nicotine accumulation, 
removed the airborne contaminants 
that people breathed,  and cleaned the 
surfaces they touched, from the ATM 
keypads to the bathroom door 
handles.

In partnership with:

Testing comes 
out of the lab and 
into the real world — 
the results are clear.



Visit our website to watch 
the testimonial video here: 
pyure.com/churchill-downs

Smoking 
in facility — 
without the 
smell or haze.

Nicotine, a volatile organic 
compound (VOC), commonly 
found in secondhand smoke  
in air and on surfaces, was not 
detected in either testing. 

After several weeks of smoking  
in the casino's big gaming room, 
the second testing day showed 
no detection of nicotine.

The test results suggest the 
efficacy of Pyure in breaking down 
the VOC nicotine and reducing the 
exposure of this harmful chemical 
to the casino’s guests and staff.

Multiple tests in the 
casino found a Nicotine 
(VOC) reading of 

0%

“ When the Pyure system
was enabled here at Newport,
...(I spent) a weekend walking
around the smoking area and
then coming home to see
if my wife could detect it,
and she could not... As a
matter of fact, she was so
excited about the system
we bought a whole house
system for ourselves...”

CHIP BACH, GENERAL MANAGER,
NEWPORT RACING & GAMING

Transforming 
shared spaces into 
healthy places. 



“The tests came back exactly 
as Pyure said they would. Our 
air quality had improved, 
even with our outdoor air 
quality being worse the 
second (day of testing)...”

CHIP BACH, GENERAL MANAGER, 
NEWPORT RACING & GAMING

PYURE TREATS  
THE AIR YOU BREATHE
Airborne bacteria, viruses and mold spores surround us, 
carried on indoor air currents. Once Pyure is activated, 
hydroxyls are made and natural cleansers diffuse through 
the space purifying the air and protecting you, your staff 
and your customers. 

Small games room saw 
a reduction of airborne 
bacteria of over

Decrease in airborne 
mold in the smaller 
games room of

79%

83% 87%

Decrease in 
airborne bacteria 
where the money 
is counted of

At Newport Gaming's site, 
Pyure Dynamic Protection® 
significantly reduced air 
and surface bacteria, mold 
and nicotine in multiple 
casino areas.



PYURE TREATS  
THE SURFACE YOU TOUCH
Pyure's natural cleansers land on 
surfaces such as bathroom handles, 
and treat surface-bound bacteria, 
mold, viruses — before they 
are touched.

Small games room saw  
a reduction of surface 
mold of over

ATM in large games  
room saw a reduction of 
surface bacteria of over 

73% 72%

Handrails (3 swab 
locations) saw  
a reduction of 

100%

Bar drink station  
(5 swab locations)  
saw a reduction of 

80%

Slot machines saw  
a reduction of up to 

90%

Bathroom handle 
bacteria decreased  
an impressive

93%

98%
ATM in small  
games room saw a 
reduction of surface 
bacteria of over

CONTACT

For further information 
or to find out how Pyure 
can help you, please 
contact us:

Phone: 877-735-3701

Email: sales@pyure.com

Web: pyure.com
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